
Script one
Wallace and Gromit: A Close Shave

INT. stands for INTERIOR, which means the scene is inside. EXT. 
stands for EXTERIOR, which means the scene is outside. Next to it 
is the name of the place where the scene happens and next to this 
is the time at which the scene takes place, for example DAY or 
NIGHT.

INT.  DINING ROOM.      DAY.

INT.  HALLWAY.       DAY.

WALLACE

Hello? Wallace and Gromit’s wash ‘n’ go window 

cleaning service! May we be of assistance?

Gromit listening to the voice on the 

loudspeaker - a woman’s voice faltering and 

nervous...

WENDOLENE’S VOICE

Hello? Yes, my windows could do with a jolly 

good clean. The Wool Shop in the High Street. 

Soon as you can!

Wallace gives Gromit a thumbs-up sign and 

Gromit goes to a lever. 

He pulls it down.

We hear the whooping emergency claxon!!!!!!!

WALLACE

On our way madam!

But Wallace is already rising into the air.

Wallace is sitting with his feet up – on a 

LAMB.

The telephone rings.

Wallace picks up the telephone receiver.

He presses the loudspeaker button.

Gromit comes to the door.

Then we hear… Wallace’s best voice.
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INT.  HOLLOW BEHIND WALLS.    DAY.

A hollow behind the walls of number 62.

Wallace slithers down a slider - head first - 

and connects with a waiting cushion. Then the 

slide tips the other way and he drops into a 

pair of wellington boots.

The slide tips again and Wallace slides head 

first, connecting with a crash helmet. Wallace 

is flipped over towards a waiting bucket 

and sponge before dropping into a pair of 

overalls. 

Then on down into...

INT.  WINDOW CLEANING LAUNCH AREA.   DAY.

Wallace arrives at the launch area and is 

stopped by a bungee and then plonked on the 

seat of a motor cycle combination.

Then -

The floor starts to rise on a huge jack.

The motorbike, with Wallace revving away, 

arrives in the garage ready for the doors to 

open. 

He jumps into the sidecar.

INT.  DINING ROOM.      DAY.

To suitably exciting music Wallace’s chair 

slides back towards the wall leaving the lamb 

awe struck by the proceedings.

Wallace’s chair rises majestically up to the 

ceiling where a flap opens - and WALLACE is 

tipped into the opening.
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The garage doors begin to slide open in front 

of them.

A rod comes out from the side wall with a 

boot on it - this kick starts the bike.

A ladder comes down and fixes itself to the 

sidecar.

Wallace revs the engine and... WINDOW 

CLEANERS ARE GO!


